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About This Game

Quick Synopsis

Lucent Heart is a free-to-play MMORPG with an emphasis on relationship building between players. Whether players decide to
search for ancient treasures or dance the night away in Thereall City square, a magical and action-packed journey is no less than
expected in the lands of Acadia. The Open Beta event will be host to a slew of new content such as new zones and dungeons to

explore, new threats to face, new weapons and armor to obtain, but most of all, the highly coveted player housing!

Features
•The Cupid System; An extensive matchmaking system to help players find their soul mate

•A Marriage System for soul mates including the ability for same-sex marriage
•A new chapter in the Lucent Heart story to dive into with a fresh and compelling social community accepting of all types of

players
•A Babylonian inspired Zodiac System that adds new levels of challenge and complexity on the battlefield

•And finally, a new highly-anticipated feature; Player Housing. Players will be able to acquire their own in-game houses that are
fully customizable, sociable and constantly evolving

Housing System
The new player housing feature allows players to fully customize a room of their own. This customization includes things such
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as furnishing, wallpaper and even lighting. The more stylish the player’s house is the more style points they will be awarded.
Players will also be able to create their own treasure hunt games in their houses and compete in teams with their friends for

rewards and high scores!

Faith System
Players will also be able to explore a new feature called the Faith System. This is similar to the current Astrolabe Tree system

found in Lucent Heart in the sense that you are able to learn new abilities that cater to either light or darkness. In order to
activate those skills players must acquire either Light or Dark Faith Points by performing tasks for Theia and Cadena. Will

players travel the path of light or the road of darkness? We can’t wait to find out!
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Title: Lucent Heart
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Playcoo
Publisher:
Suba Games
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 and newer

Processor: Pentium 4 1.3 GHz or greater

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 3 / ATI Radeon 8500 or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Pretty buggy. Not completely awful.. These portraits do the slavs no favors, as well as they are limited to a small area, meaning
slavs can actually die out in your game.. I played this game because it was free. At first I liked it just point and click to
shoot.Don't touch the zombies. Simple concept. The fact everything was slow was annoying but did not kill the game. Then the
update came. It made the guy faster,reloading faster and the zombies faster. How much faster? Blink and you die. The game is
now broken. Before the update I could make to floor 7 or 8. After the update I barely make it past floor 3. Why? The ony shot
you can make is a headshot. The Zombies heads are tiny. The weapons do low damage and everything moves the speed of light.
The dlc's are the same story. I did like the Music though but it gets repitive and the GameBoy graphics gives it a nice retro feel.
It brings back my own memories of playing games on the gameboy. Why is this game so broken? Why is this game crap? Is
winning even possible? Should I destroy my gameboy? Should I burn down a forrest?. This is the only piece of music I've ever
purchased in my life....
God is it work it!. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is this. Dude!... wow i only played about 10 minutes but this looks
incredible. great graphics, i love the camera view, its like there are little action figures running around right in front of you. its a
top down view where the main character is about the size of a star wars action figure. looks like a really ambitious game, voiced
dialogue, closeups on the people you are talking too. model detail looks really good closeup too. I havent written many reviews
yet but I wanted to let people know since i took a chance and bought it right when it came out. I cant speak for how long the
game is, but it was really fun so far. was fighting some creatures, cool slow mo finishing moves then i turned into somekind of
demon and kicked butt.

cant wait to play more later

side note, wasnt sure if the motion was going to bother me i get motion sick reeeeallly easy. but so far it didnt get to me, they
did a nice snap click on the camera rotation which helps a lot

looks like there are iap, i got a bunch of coins for buying the early access version. so i like the idea of the game and i watched
some people play it on youtube and i loved it! went on steam and bought it but...it keeps crashing... i tried the other way to start
it (the CPU graphics thing) and it sometimes crashes and sometimes starts but with no display of the game, i did some
troubleshooting and its not compatible with my computer so i guess i'll have to wait till my other good computer is
fixed...bummer... for now i'll tease myself by watching people play it on youtube xD. Excited for this, but controls would not
work. I am using a Vive Pro, Vive wands wouldn't work (wouldn't even appear), neither would keyboard. The gamepad also
wouldn't work, though the right thumbstick would slightly turn the first box that appears. Any help would be appreciated,
thanks!. Slime-san is an excellent retro-inspired platformer. If Super Meat Boy or similar games are what you enjoy, this should
be right up your alley. The gameplay consists of selecting levels from an overworld and completing a timed platforming stage
that challenges reflexes and memorization with the best of them. The controls are tight and responsive while introducing several
twists to the formula to differentiate it from the crowd. The levels all contain time trials as well as 4 collectables giving a lot of
replay value for the price.

The graphics are 8-bit inspired and have a cutesy style, overall pleasing to look at, however some may find the color scheme
hard on the eyes. Luckily, there are color-blindness options which allow a change from the blue background that can help
alleviate eye strain that some have complained of. This game oozes personality, with characters from the hub town giving a
chuckle every now and then.

The music is catchy and fits the manic personality of the gameplay experience.
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I received this game from humble bundle so the value was excellent, but for 12.99 CDN or for any sale especially, I would
definitely recommend.
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Great Game!

Too bad it doesn't work for everybody, but still a quality game, Great Graphics, Wonderful Gameplay. No. No. Absolutely
awful. I'm sorry, but who thought that combining a precision game with loose as heck flight controls was ever a good idea? I've
tried to tolerate this one, I really have. But the introduction of the windmill mechanic (which looks really cool in the trailer,
sure) just completely broke me. All atomiks up until that level, and then more deaths on that level than any level prior. Yeah, no.
Good riddance, to be honest. This game takes its simple concept and does seemingly everything wrong with it. There's zero
satisfaction to be had in completing a level because it feels more like chance than anything. You can't recreate the same plays
over and over because of how imprecise the controls are. And the game somehow expects you to be precise regardless? It feels
less like gaining any skill and more just memorizing things until you eventually maybe win. And honestly my patience has
completely run out.

Also, the soundtrack is obnoxious. More precision games need to take cues from Dustforce and have quiet, relaxing soundtracks
instead of blaring noisefests that only make frustration worse. Also, having the shooting sound so loud is... very much not a good
idea, it's awful. Game looks okay I guess. Story is... ehh. Kind of there, kind of not. I really can't recommend this game though,
it takes everything about precision games and does them as wrong as possible, at least in my opinion.. too bad it's only in english,
but still, great game!. I think you should be more windy. Good old game when it decides to run. \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
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\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Allahu akbar. An Early Access Pre Alpha Game!!!

  That being said if you love Elder Scrolls especially Skyrim and can't wait for an Elder Scrolls VI (not ESOnline, and actual
ES6) and if you have the time and patience to help these guys develop a really nice game with a huge amount of potential then
defenitely get this game. I've only been playing a little bit, and have already noticed a bug or 2 and had a crash, but I do really
like this game and the potential it has. As I said before, this game can be truly awesome. Please, if you have the time and
patience help this game to reach it's true potential buy buying and playing it.. No words, really didn't expected so much. Really
beautiful game with specific and interesting atmosphere, nice and interesting story and way how you play it, also nice and
interesting puzzles and some horror too.
In game I feel that developers love creating games and have things to tell, they create a "child" and not a regular gaming
program, big thanks for that.
For me it becomes one of the Favorite Indie projects, thanks to developers for so beautiful work.
P.S. - Also sorry for my bad English.. Not bad game but hard to receive 3 star :D

Weekly Maintenance for June 4th has concluded:
Players may now log back in.. Maintenance has concluded:
Maintenance has concluded and players may log back in.. Weekly Maintenance for July 3rd begins at about 11:00 AM
EDT:
We will notify players once maintenance has concluded.. Maintenance for Dec. 31st has concluded:
Weekly Maintenance has concluded and players may log back in.. Weekly Maintenance for Sept 10th has concluded:
Players may now log back in.
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